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Study in Ink --- Duration 10:20
Study in Ink is a single source piece. The single sound source in question is an
improvised recording of a pen against a white board. Whilst teaching in the classroom
with a white board and marker pen, I noticed how, as the pen became dry, it began to
make interesting noises. For many listeners this class of sounds are noises to avoid.
However, it transpired that even a marker pen could create interesting noises that
could be used musically. After the initial source recording process, the combination of
tones and noises and their movement within the stereo field gave rise to quite complex
material. The majority of the sounds of the marker pen lie in the 1000 to 4000 hertz
frequency range; one of the more sensitive regions of the ear. It was a matter of
equalisation and simple computer treatment to obtain relationships of pitch, dynamics,
speed and gesture. The pen moved from a wispy air-like sound through screeching
tones and finally to a slip-grip grating sound. In developing this material, I turned to
frequency shifting to provide longer gestures over a wider frequency bandwidth. This
hierarchy of gestures formed the basis of the work: long tones underpinning or
overhanging smaller combinations of gestures. The form of the work is centred
around moments of tension and relaxation, moments of joy and moments of sadness,
but always tinged with a little humour. The fleeting gestures of the pen are contrasted
with sections of imposed rigidity including pulsed structures (6'11 onwards). The
natural pitch contour of the pen gives rise to some very human qualities such as
sighing (descending gestures) and questioning (quick ascending gestures).

